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:: ::
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PLACE is the
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:: ::
Visitors
Welcome
HOPE TO SEE
YOU THERE!!

Lamp Post 210
February 2019
by John Spizzirri

Engadget flashed the news (1) about
Firefox (2) updating its privacy controls
in its latest version 65. If you use
Firefox, you may have noticed a new
icon in the area just to the left of the
address bar when a web site trys to track you. You can set the
preferences for tracking and cookies in the Options menu in
Windows or the Preferences menu in Linux. Once selected, go to
the Privacy and Security section to set Standard, Strict, or
Custom content blocking. Content blocking controls when and if a
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web site tracks you on the web and what cookies ((3), (4)) you will accept from
whom.
1)
2)
3)
4)

https://is.gd/cj01VR
https://is.gd/uKpXiN
https://is.gd/eXA5Nq
https://privacy.net/?p=90

Fortune Magazine gave us good news and bad news (1). First, the good news, data
breaches in 2018 were down over 20%. Second, the bad news, the number of
exposed records in 2018 went up well over double. Fortune gleaned the information
from reports from CyberScout (2), a 'security and privacy services firm', and Identity
Theft Resource Center (3), a 'nonprofit'.
1) https://is.gd/iWqXen
2) https://cyberscout.com/
3) https://www.idtheftcenter.org/
My barber asked me about a snail mail letter she received. It was essentially a paper
version of an email phishing scam. It claimed that there was a data breach that
involved her personal information (probably true) and that she needed to contact the
three main credit reporting bureaus (definitely true) through the company that sent
the letter (definitely false). She called the number in the letter but had the good
sense to hang up when they asked for her Social Security Number. I told her to
contact Equifax (1), Transunion (2), and Experian (3) directly to request a credit
report and to put a security freeze on. All that is available for free. It does not affect
her current credit. Also, if she actually believed the letter, she could contact her
credit card companies and request a new card number because she thought her card
number had been compromised. I told her further to report the letter to the Illinois
Attorney General (4) and the U.S. Postal Inspection Service (5). I am not sure how
a snail mail phishing scheme can make any money because of the postage expense.
These scammers looked to me to be ID thieves as well.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

https://is.gd/PPSWWs
https://www.transunion.com/
https://www.experian.com/
https://is.gd/oeeS0W
https://is.gd/5IDL5U

The South Elgin Village Light (1) is a newsletter for the village of South Elgin. On
page three of the winter edition is an article about various scams. A 'local victim' was
told over the phone that she had a 'malicious computer virus' and the repair would
require that she purchase a Google Play gift card and call back with the account
number. That scam cost her $30,000. Additional scams outlined included Internal
Revenue Service (IRS (2)) is coming to arrest you, your utilities are going to be
shut off, and a relative is injured or in jail. Gift cards are for purchasing merchandise
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not for paying bills, bail bonds, or fines. Contact local or state law enforcement or
better yet just hang up on these scammers. Bleeping Computer (3) reported another
type of scam run by the Scarlet Widow Gang in Nigeria. This con game is called the
romance scam. It involves catfishing (4) a victim then getting money from them. If
you have seen the TV show Catfish (5) or the movie 'Nobody's Fool' (6), you know
that catfishing is spoofing an identity on the Internet to fool someone to think you
are someone else. The Scarlet Widow Gang usually use dating sites where the
respondents may not meet in person for some time. When they get a respondent to
fall in love with the false persona, they start to have 'financial trouble' to get the help
from the respondent. The article reported that one woman lost $500,000. A Texas
man lost $50,000.
1) https://www.southelgin.com/vertical/sites/%7B5D95C9C369314CBF
AA903AC331AA0266%7D/uploads/Village_Light_Winter_2018
19_FINAL_WEB_VERSIONcompressed.pdf
2) https://www.irs.gov/
3) https://is.gd/1rfePS
4) https://is.gd/hPmG7i
5) https://is.gd/HLb0bN
6) https://is.gd/n9pf5D
William H. Webster (1) received a phone call from Keniel Aeon Thomas. Thomas told
him that he had won $15.5 millions and a MercedesBenz in the Mega Millions lottery.
Webster was suspicious as he had not entered the lottery. Thomas wanted $50,000
to cover taxes to 'release' the funds. Thomas, using an alias, called a number of
times over several weeks trying to collect the $50K. His calls became life and
property threatening. Unbeknownst to Thomas, Webster was the former Director of
the Federal Bureau of investigation (FBI (2)), the former Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA (3)), and the current Chair of the Homeland Security
Advisory Council (4). Webster called his contacts at the FBI and got a complaint filed
against Thomas. That means the FBI resources were used to identify this man who
was using an alias from a foreign country. The FBI did not try to extradite this man
but, they kept track of him and found that he voluntarily entered the United States to
visit. He was arrested on U.S. soil, tried, and convicted. He received a six year
sentence after which he will be deported. During the trial it was revealed that he had
scammed almost $700,000 (5). I find this story disgusting. Why is it only big shots
get government services? Had the person that Thomas called been you or me, he
would still be scamming others. Calls to the FBI would be ignored because we do not
have connections. The people that lost the $700,000 still have no justice. No money
was recovered. No fines were levied. How many other lives were destroyed or hurt
by this one man? He gets off with just six years then gets deported to a tropical
paradise with a $700,000 nest egg (possibly more)? Disgusting!
1) https://is.gd/pPjf76
2) https://www.fbi.gov/
3) https://www.cia.gov/
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4) https://is.gd/ku4JIJ
5) https://arstechnica.com/?p=1455729
Companies using Windwos 10 Pro and Enterprise "as a Service" (AAS) licenses from
Microsoft (MS (1)) are now going to be treated more like consumers i.e. Windows
10 Home users, than they have been used to in the past. An Arstechnica (2) article
detailed the changes made by MS to the high priced licenses. What it boils down to is
that consumers tested new features, before they were rolled out to AAS customers.
AAS customers could delay those features an additional period of time. As of
September of 2019 MS will determine when AAS customers get the new features
regardless of what the customer wants. Perhaps that will be the straw that breaks
the proverbial camels back to bring the big spenders to their senses.
1) https://www.microsoft.com/
2) https://arstechnica.com/?p=1457381
One of my clients recently had a Windows 10 problem. After she logged in the screen
would go black and no key strokes would bring back desktop. I researched the
problem and found some very complicated solutions. I tried several things before the
on line solutions. The one that worked was to tap the space bar about 10 to 15 times
rapidly. If the desktop comes back, continue with your session. If not, here are the
web sites that detail the remedies to the black screen ((1), (2)). I did not have to
try the MS remedies because the spacebar trick worked. The one thing I did notice
on the MS site is that the seventh procedure to try is to uninstall recent updates i.e.
updates can cause your Windows 10 computer to fail. Sweet.
1) https://is.gd/eyyfwk
2) https://www.windowscentral.com/node/46069
Philip Wang is a software engineer that you have never heard of. He works for Uber
(1) and uses open source software (OSS (2)) released by nVidia (3) last year to
demonstrate the capability of Artificial Intelligence (AI (4)). Wang used the work of
Ian Goodfellow (5) who created the Generative Adversarial Network (6) that
generates artificial samples of images that look like. but are different from real
images. The Verge article (7) and the Motherboard article (8) detailed Wang's web
site Thispersondoesnotexist.com (9). It features pictures of people that do not exist.
They are computer creations that are extremely realistic. The AI used to make the
site has been used by a mysterious person called 'Deepfakes' to create fake celebrity
porn (10). So when you are called for jury duty and the prosecutor or defense
attorneys produce pictures and / or videos as proof  take it with a grain of salt.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

https://www.uber.com/
https://is.gd/aldlgN
https://www.nvidia.com/enus/
https://is.gd/bqZd2c
https://is.gd/xSR5FL
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6) https://wp.me/paxnck7m
7) https://is.gd/TMIatr
8) https://is.gd/Bbt88p
9) https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/
10) https://is.gd/y80xjo
If you want to see the Uniform Resource Locator (URL (1)) that is concealed by the
shortened URLs I have in these articles, you can copy the short URL and paste it into
unFurlr (2). It will reveal the full URL.
1) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/URL
2) https://unfurlr.com/

Between you, me and the LampPost, that's all for now.

Dan’s Desk
Defragmentation Tools

By Dan Douglas
President
Space Coast PCUG, FL
December issue
The Space Coast PC Journal
www.scpcug.org
datadan (at) msn.com
This month I’ll start a series that will look at programs and utilities that we were all
told we absolutely had to have. All of these, for the most part, are now obsolete and
yet people still spend their money on purchasing them.
Defragmentation Tools
In the days of XP PCs, both the size and the physical engineering of the hard drives,
made the process of defragmenting result in measurable performance improvements.
The older relatively expense hard drives (I remember when $1/MB was considered a
good buy! Compared to the $.025/GB ofered today) resulted in heavily used space
with a low amount of free space in most PCs. When the amount of free space is low,
a fle cannot be written in a contiguous manner, especially if a drive has fragments of
fles throughout the entire area of the disk. This causes all read and write operations
to that fle to take longer to complete as the drive must read or write sections of the
file from or to multiple areas of the disk. So buying a larger drive would result in
more free space, at least initially, until the free space on that drive also became used
up.
To help address this issue, the hard drive physical read/write mechanisms were also
reengineered. From the earliest hard drives in 1956 until 2005, most drives read
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and wrote in a longitudinal manner. That is, it placed the data in a long row. If the
disk was fragmented, then that row had to be placed in sections of the disk areas
that were not together. This would take longer to access since the platters of the disk
had to rotate to allow the read/write heads to read each section that made up the
entire fle. In 2005 Hitachi pioneered the new read/write process by switching to
perpendicular heads. This meant the heads would write data on different platters
simultaneously in a perpendicular manner. So if your disk had four platters, each
platter had a dedicated read/write head. The amount of time to rotate the disk
meant that each head could be collecting data in a fraction of the time. Even if a file
was fragmented, the time required to read/write each section was greatly reduced.

You had to manually setup a schedule for the builtin defragmenting utility to run and
remember to leave your PC on at the scheduled time. After Windows Vista/7/8/10
came out, the builtin defragmenting tool has been automatically run by the OS
itself. 3rd party defragmentation tools have offered a few minor benefits over the
builtin version included with Windows, but usually came with a dollar cost to the
user.
If you are a user of SSDs (Solid State Drives – see my column from the August
Journal to learn more), then you should actually turn defragmentation OFF. Windows
7/8/10 will automatically disable disk defragmentation on SSD drives because SSDs
perform extremely well on random read operations. Defragmenting files on SSDs
isn’t helpful enough to warrant the added disk writing defragmentation produces
which results in a reduced lifespan of the SSD.
But here’s the bottom line: Over the years, as hard drives have gotten much faster
at both sequential and random reads and writes, the usefulness of defragging has
dropped. Your hard drive 15 years ago only had to be partially fragmented to cause
system slowdown, but these days, it’ll require a very fragmented drive to make that
happen. Another factor are the giant hard drives in modern computers, which have
enough free space that Windows doesn’t have to fragment your files in order to write
them to the drive. With SSDs, do not even think about it! Save your defragmentation
tool money and buy an SSD instead, to really get a performance hit that you can
see.
If you have suggestions for other topics like this, that you would like to see
explained, please let me know!
Getting Old
You know you're getting old when
you have owned an album for 3 or
more decades in 4 different formats.
In 1978  8track.
In 1983  cassette tape.
In 1987  vinyl.
In 1994  CD.
Page 6

Dentist Bill
A woman phoned her dentist when she
received a huge bill. "I'm shocked!" she
complained. "This is three times what you
normally charge."
"Yes, I know," said the dentist,"But you
yelled so loud, you scared away two other
patients."
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President's Corner
The Year of Living Dangerously
(The Last Year of Windows 7 Support)

By Greg Skalka, President, Under the Computer Hood UG, CA
November 2018 issue Drive Light
www.uchug. org
President (at) uchug. org
Google’s Android is now the mostused operating system in the world, holding 40%
of market share. This is due to its popularity with smart phone users. Surprisingly,
Microsoft’s Windows (all versions) still holds nearly 36. 5%, in spite of being
relegated almost completely to the personal computer market. This appears to be
the case because, although there are now more smart phones in the world than
personal computers, there are still not that many more (maybe 2. 3 billion vs. 2
billion PCs). Per StatCounter, iOS holds 13. 02% (of Operating System Market Share
Worldwide from July 2017  July 2018) and OS X is at 5. 51%. Linux holds the next
largest share (and lowest of named OS’s) at a minute 0. 74%. Unfortunately for
those Linux advocates I know, it was beaten out by “Unknown” at 2. 56% and
“Other” at 1. 61%.
In the PC market, Windows truly dominates, holding 82. 79% (of worldwide market
share, 7/2017 to 7/2018). OS X comes in second with 12. 63%, with Linux at 1. 61%
and Chrome OS at 0. 86%. For Windows versions, Win10 has finally edged out Win7,
42. 37% to 42. 14%, and Windows 8. 1 has 8. 59%. These three are the only
versions still supported by Microsoft, per the Windows Lifecycle Fact Sheet. The
remaining, unsupported versions (XP, 8, Vista and others) hold less than 7% of
market share.
Windows 7 was released to the world on July 22, 2009. Its mainstream support
ended on 1/10/15, meaning the end of product improvements and new features. In a
little more than a year from now (1/14/20), extended support is scheduled to end.
This will mean that Microsoft will stop making security updates to Win7, and it will
become more dangerous to use (at least when connected to the internet).
I currently have six actively used personal computers (desktops and laptops) at
home. Of these, more than half (3. 5, by my accounting) run Win7. I have a
Chromebook, which runs the Chrome OS; it is my favorite for travel and for getting
on the web quickly. I still have one desktop PC I still use (I’m writing this on it) which
runs XP, though for security it is not connected to any network. My newest computer
is a tower desktop that I call my chameleon computer, as its boot hard drive is
removable from the front. I have separate hard drives that allow it to run either Win7
or Win10 (thus the ‘3. 5’ for Win7 machines, and Win10 would be on 0. 5
computers). My primary computer is a 14” laptop running Win7. My wife has a Win7
desktop, as well as a 15. 6” Win7 laptop.
Next year will the ‘year of living dangerously’ for these three Win7only machines.
Something will need to happen before 1/14/20, so that my wife and I can continue
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computing safely. Microsoft could extend the support date out further, but that is
highly unlikely, as their apparent goal since it was released in 2015 is to get all users
on Windows 10. I might spend most of 2018 trying to figure out what to do, but by
the end of next year, I will need to be on the path of one or more of these likely
actions:
Update my Win7 PCs to Win10. Microsoft did provide me with several opportunities
to update my Win7 computers to Win10 for free in the past, but I was not willing to
switch at the time. As the endofsupport deadline nears, it is possible they could
provide some final upgrade offer to entice those still on the fence to join the Win10
collective. They could offer a discount on an upgrade version, but it is more likely
they will hold the line on price and rake in more upgrade money. If I were to go with
this option, I’d likely wait as the deadline approaches, to see if any good deals come
up.
I could buy the Win10 upgrade for some or all, but I’d need to weigh that cost
against the age of these computers, which range from 6 to 8 years old. All seem to
still run well, though I fear my wife’s desktop, her primary computer, could have a
catastrophic failure at any time. I have made upgrades in memory, drive space and
interfaces over the years, but none have USB3 or gigabit Ethernet capability, or meet
the most current WiFi standards. I could pay for OS updates and then wind up
having a hardware failure soon after. I could also find my computer hardware, though
once verified to be compatible with an older Win10 version, may not be with the
latest. It may be more cost effective to follow the next action.
Buy new Win10 computers as replacements. Buying new computers, with Win10
installed, would certainly be the most expensive option, but would provide many
benefits over upgrading old hardware. We could have all the most current capabilities
and features, with higher performance and (presumably) longer life going forward.
OS compatibility issues would be eliminated, though there would no doubt be extra
costs for new application software, to replace those programs we used on our old
PCs. My wife’s poor old desktop is definitely a good candidate for this option, as is
possibly my laptop.
To minimize costs, I’d again likely wait until the deadline looms closer, to buy the
most current hardware I can within my budget. I’d probably look more intently at the
Black Friday deals this year and next, to see if there are good savings at those times.
There is always this China trade war issue to consider, however; I’d hate to find that
even larger tariffs on foreignmade computers (effectively the only kind available)
have doubled their prices as Win7 support ends.
Abandon Windows and convert to another OS. Both of the options explained so far
assume we will need to learn to use Win10. Though I despise change for change’s
sake, I’m sure I can adapt to Win10 and the new programs that will go with it. I’ve
not used my Win10 incarnation of my chameleon computer very much, though, as I
prefer to stay with the more familiar Win7. That would obviously have to change.
Page 8
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Getting my wife comfortable with Win10 may be another story, however, as she has
a sometimestense relationship with Win7 now. Still, she has figured out her iPhone
with absolutely no help from me (being an Android advocate), so the transition for
her may not be as bad as I might imagine.
Still, there would be an OS change, and so this might be an opportunity to consider
other possible changes. While staying with Windows, which is likely to remain the
overwhelming favorite PC OS, will facilitate compatibility with computer use required
in employment for both of us, there are other PC operating systems to consider. We
could consider a Mac, but my exposure to Apple products so far indicates I don’t
think the way their developers do. My wife might make this transition better than I
(could it be that men are from Mars / Google / Microsoft, and women are from Venus
/ Apple?).
Ultimately, the high cost of Apple product would deter me, as I’m among the most
valueconscious persons you are likely to find. We could switch to Linux, and maybe
even continue using our old hardware, but I fear the learning curve would be great,
and we would still have work compatibility issues with our existing stuff and the work
world. Maybe I could convert one of the old computers to Linux to experiment with
(though I could be doing this with my chameleon computer now and don’t), but,
overall, I’d say this option is not likely as a comprehensive solution.
Abandon Windows PCs and use only nonWindows or mobile devices. There are a lot
of people now that don’t use personal computers in their personal lives at all; smart
phones and tablets fulfill all their computing needs. While there are more and more
webbased applications available, and I find I’m online more and using “offline”
programs less, I’m not yet ready to give up word processing, spreadsheets, photo
editing, tax filing and other more PCcentric activities to the small screens (and lower
performance) of phones and tablets. It might be possible, but as I get older, I want
bigger screens, not smaller. My smart phone and my Chromebook have definitely
taken over a growing percentage of my computing time, but I really can’t see them
increasing to all the time. Maybe some new neural implant and projection display
technologies will change that one day, but not by 2020. For better or worse, I feel we
need to be tied to that majority of PC users that, again for better or worse, support
Microsoft (at least through Windows).
Note that “Continue using Win7 on the internet” is not one of the options I’m
considering for after its security support ends. It might be safe for a short time, but
eventually uncorrected issues found by hackers in Win7 will make it too vulnerable.
Since we use these computers to access our online financial accounts, the risk is just
too great.
It is likely I will in any case keep at least one Win7 computer available to run off the
network, especially if I find, as I did with XP, that some programs and interfaces for
other devices are not easily available on other computing devices or with other
operating systems. I have handheld GPS receivers that I can only connect to through
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my XP machine. I have a lot of admittedly older
software for things like mapping, photo editing and
scanning that is either not available, not available
without significant cost or that I simply prefer on my
old XP computer. I’ll likely find similar issues going from
Win7 to Win10 or to other operating systems and
computing devices.
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As my year of living dangerously comes to an end and
1/14/20 approaches, I hope I will have determined and
perhaps implemented a course of action to allow my
wife and I to safely continue the computing activities
we need to perform. If not, 2020 might really be
dangerous.
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Firefox  Updated web browser

on the Members Helpline.
Hardware problems, Win 7, Win

KillEmAll  Stops all running programs in Win 10 for
trouble shooting

10, Linux and Virus Removal
 John Spizzirri

LibreOffice  Updated office suite
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Al Skwara
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